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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The materials available for teaching exceptional
students has progressed to new heights. Numerous amounts
of commercial materials are now on the market to be used
in the remediation of exceptional students.

There is a wide

variety of materials that a special education teacher can
purchase for teaching, testing, and remediation of special
education students.
The Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Essential Skills

is one such material which was developed for diagnosing
exceptional students.

The Brigance Diagnostic Inventory

of Essential Skills allows the teacher to determine which
objectives to teach, based upon the assessment, but does
not give the classroom teacher any activities or materials
to utilize in the instruction of the student.
Statement of the Problem
The problem was that the Brigance Inventory of Essential
Skills gives a good assessment of skills a student possesses,
but it does not provide activities or materials necessary
to teach the objectives.

A special education teacher who

instructs a wide range of students with different
1
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handicapping conditions could benefit from an assessment
tool that coordinates objectives with activities and
materials.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to provide a prevocational learning kit for a junior high level special
education classroom by correlating activities and materials
to objectives determined by the Brigance Inventory of
Essential Skills.

This project is limited to the following

areas of the Brigance that deal with prevocational education:
Health and Safety, Vocational, Money and Finance, Food and
Clothing, and Oral Communications and Telephone Skills.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this project, the following definitions are provided:
Public Law 94-142:

In November of 1975 the Congress

of .the United States passed the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142) and thereby mandated that
all school-age handicapped children in the United States
between the ages of 3 and 18 were to have available to them
a "free and appropraite public education" by September 1,
1978 (Ballard, Ramirez,
Curriculum:

&

Weitraub, 1982).

A systematic grouping of activities,

content, and materials of instruction offered under school
supervision for the purpose of preparing students to learn
and live effectively · (Kelly

&

Vergason, 1978).
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Individualized education plan:

"A component of

Public Law 94-142 that requires a written plan of instruction
for each child receiving special services, giving a statement
of the child's present levels of educational performance,
annual goals, short-term objectives, specific services
needed by the child, dates when the services will begin
and be in effect, and related information.

This program is

undertaken by a team including parent involvement!'
&

(Kelly

Vergason, 1978).
Prevocational education:

Prevocational education

pertains to programs for handicapped students in the 12-15
age range which emphasize skills necessary for employment
(Kelly

&

Vergason, 1978).

Objective:

An instructional objective is an intent

communicated by a statement of what the learner is to be
like when he has successfully completed a learning experience.
It is a description of a pattern of (performance) we want
the learner to be able to demonstrate (Mager, 1972).
Materials:

Tools or apparatus for the perfo~mance of a

given task (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1976).
Evaluation:

Evaluation is defined as follows:

"An

appraisal or estimation of certain specific characteristics,
such as intelligence, personality, or physical aspects of
an individual.

Currently, assessment and screening are

preferred terms (Kelly
Assessment:

&

Vergason, 1978).

Special diagnosis which may include

mental, social, psychological, and educational evaluations

4

used to determine assignments to programs or services; a
process employing observation, testing, and task analysis
to determine an individual's strengths and weaknesses
for educational and social purposes (Kelly

&

Vergason,

1978).
Criterion-referenced test:

Faas (1981), in his book

Learning Disabilities: A Competency Based Approach, defined
criterion-referenced test as "Mastery tests in which
achievement is determined by assessing the student's
performance on an orderly sequence of skills"
Procedures:

(p. 486).

As an act composed of steps; course of

action (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1976).
Remediation:

The process of correcting inappropriate

behaviors or skills; any method or exercises designed to
correct deficiencies and help a student perform nearer
the level expected of his or her chronological age
(Kelly

&

Vergason, 1978).

Definition:

The statement of the meaning of a word,

phrase, or term (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1976).

CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act, guarantees that special education services
will be available to all handicapped children and youths
who require it (Brigance, 1981).
The review of the literature illustrates that this law
and the emphasis on it resulted in the development of new
materials aimed at meeting the mandates.

Many criterion-

referenced tests and curriculum materials have been developed
to help in the remediation of the special education student.
Much emphasis is now being placed on commercial materials
and testing instruments in the field of special education.
But because of the upward surge of commercial competition,
it is important that the classroom teacher is careful in
the selection of materials.

Consideration of the student's

educational needs should be of primary importance in the
selection of materials and activities, but many other
demands on a special educator's time can prevent careful
material evaluation (Sato, 1981).
A classroom teacher must be very careful in selecting
his/her teaching materials, but more important is the
selection of assessment instruments.
5

Perhaps the most

6

important component in this process is the active and
continuing involvement of the teacher and evaluator in this
ongoing activity.

Assessment is no longer a product

delivered; it is a dynamic activity (Moran, 1978).
Research indicates that assessment is one of the main
aspects to teaching special education students (Waugh

&

.

Bush, 1979).

Without initially assessing the student's

skills a classroom teacher cannot know where the student's
weaknesses are or which skills to remediate.

Many times

assessment tools are designed to help the teacher find
out the deficit skills of the student, but the assessment
tools do very little to help the teacher remediate the
low skills.

The major limitation of the published individual

tests of achievement is not the construction of such tests
or the skill of the teacher in administering them, but
rather their variance from the tasks the student is asked
to perform each day in a specific classroom (Moran, 1978).
Many different resources are employed to achieve an
effective teaching-learning environment.

One important

resource consists of curriculum materials, which are often
synonomous with instructional materials.

These materials

play a key role in establishing, implementing, and
evaluating curriculum.

Curriculum materials are resources

that, if used properly, can assist a teacher in bringing
about intended desirable behavior change in individual
students (Anderson, 1978).
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Research shows assessment tests and materials a teacher
has access to do not in many instances correlate information.
Safford (1978) stated, "Educational planning based on
criterion-referenced assessment involves study both of the
tasks to be mastered and of the learner's functioning as it
relates to those tasks"

(p. 276).

Research implies that the teacher must be careful that
the diagnostic test may be inappropriate for planning if it
samples content other than presented in the learner's
classroom (Moran, 1978).
The writer has found that research is limited in the
area of diagnostic testing materials with follow-up activities
for the classroom teacher (Milden, 1981; Sato, 1981).

There

are many diagnostic/prescriptive instructional materials
available that provide guidance and tools for a systematic
and programmatic approach to instruction (Safford, 1978).
However, there are

no

materials and assessment tools which

cover the entire content area as the Brigance Diagnostic
Inventory of Essential Skills, and there are assessment
tests now available on the market that provide objectives
and teaching activities for one subject but not for all
subjects (Anderson, 1978).
The following tests and programs described are examples
the writer has found which provide an assessment tool and
follow-up teaching activities, but are not covering the
same subjects as the Brigance:
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The Instructional Based Appraisal System (IBAS)
consists of five separate volumes.

The volume of

Prevocational Education #2 does have similar emphasis on
the career component of the Brigance.
which are similar are:

Some of the areas

job finding, occupational alterna-

tives, job selection, attitudes, and work habits (Meyer,
1978).

The Systematic Approach to Reading Improvement (SARI)
is a sequential step-by-step system based on performance
objectives with criterion-referenced tests. - Included are
pre and posttests and follow-up activities but this system
is in reading only (Phi Delta Kappa, 1979).
System FORE (1972)

(Fundamentals, Operations,

Resources, and Environment) is organized similarly to the
Brigance.

System FORE, like the Brigance, contains

assessment inventories, but does not give a diagnostic
assessment of skills (Dearheart

&

Willenberg, 1974).

It

is also limited to the areas of math, reading, and language
arts.
The publishers of the Brigance Inventory of Essential
Skills, Curriculum Associates Inc., offers a List of
Prescriptive Materials Which Correlate With the Brigance
Inventory of Essential Skills (Curriculum Associates, Inc.,
1982).

In an earlier study by Sato (1982), the writer found
the following limitations in the Brigance Inventory List
of Prescriptive Materials:
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1.

Materials are coordinated only with general test

areas, not with specific skills.
2.

Names of the materials are given, but not specific

locations within materials, such as page numb.ers.
The writer found two sources of materials with
activities that were coordinated with the Brigance objectives
in Milden's (1981) and Sato's (1982) projects.

The projects

were developed to cover the Brigance Inventory of Basic
Skills, therefore limitations are still in existence of
available activities and materials for the Brigance
Inventory of Essential Skills.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills provides
objectives to be taught at each level of the assessment,
but the Brigance does not provide the teacher with any
learning activities to teach the objectives to the students.
This project was designed to give the classroom teacher
suggested activities and materials to instruct a junior
high level special education student in the following areas
of prevocational education:
1.

Health and Safety,

2.

Vocational,

3.

Money and Finance,

4.

Food and Clothing,

5.

Oral Communications and Telephone Skills.

For each objective being taught an activity as well as any
materials needed will be stated.
writer's own ideas.

Many materials are the

Any commercial materials used to

teach an objective will be discussed by the writer in regards
to the location of the material.

This project is designed

by the writer to be a valuable resource for the secondary
special education teacher.

It is not the purpose of the

10
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writer to suggest expensive conunercial materials, but to
give activities and ideas to the teacher which are easily
attainable.
1.

A page was designed to list the title and the

number of the objective as it is shown in the Brigance.
2.

A profile sheet of skills has been designed to

allow the classroom teacher to evaluate the objective the
student has completed.

The following markings are

the writer's choice of evaluation to be used.
stand for the mastery of an objective.

A+ will

V will mean the

student has completed the objective, but does not have full
mastery of the objective.

A --- will stand for the need

of further practice in order to master the skill.

The

profile sheet will be evaluated by the instructing teacher.
3.

Activities and materials were accumulated by the

writer through research of available materials as well as
teacher-made ideas.

Activity ideas were also gathered

through commercial materials reviewed in the Pre-Service
Center and at the Curriculum Lab, both located in Central
Washington University.

Commercially used material will

be listed on the objective page in which it is utilized.
4.

Format of all activities are listed in the

following sequential structure:

Brigance.

a.

The title of the objective.

b.

The objective number as it appears in the

12
c.

The page number of the objective as it appears

in the Brigance.
d.

The title of the activity.

e.

The time needed to teach the objective activity.

f.

Materials needed to complete the activity.

Any

worksheet will be included with the objective sheet.
g.

The procedure used to teach the activity will

be outlined in sequential steps.
h.

Teacher suggestions and or evaluations are

included by the writer on each activity page.
i.

Level of difficulty, and suggestions to make

the given activity easier for slower students, will also be
included under suggestions and/or evaluations.
5.

Activities listed can be completed by the following

methods of instruction:

on individualized basis (I); one-to-

one with the student teacher (1:1); an instructional aide
could work with a small group (I.A.:S.G.); or with an
individual student (I.A.:I.S.).

Activities can also be

taught in a small group with a teacher or as an entire
class (T.:S.G. or T:C).

CHAPTER IV
THE PROJECT

Chapter IV is the project, a prevocational educational
curriculum, and is discussed as a separate section and
paginated as a separate entity.
Chapter V, Swnmary and Evaluation, will continue
on page 14.
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Please note: Significant portions of the project text have been redacted due to copyright concerns.
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PROFILE SHEET (continued)
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SCRAMBLED WORDS
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

Objective:

(U-1, page 243)
The purpose of this activity
is for the learner to correctly unscramble the
vocabulary words as presented in the Brigance
Inventory of Essential Skills.

Time:

45 minutes (one class period), 75 words

Materials:

Sanuny's Scrambled Word handout,
vocabulary words Brigance s-243, pencils

Procedures:

1.

Teacher gives out 1 word list sheet to each
student.

2.

Teacher reads orally to entire class
Sanuny's Scrambled Word incident.

3.

Teacher gives out 1 scrambled word worksheet
to each student.

4.

Teacher explains the following directions
to students:
a.

Pick a word from the word list.

b.

Look through scrambled word list and
try to unscramble medical vocabulary
words.

c.

Have student write word correctly
next to scrambled word.

d.

Explain to students that the words will
not be in a sequential order as seen
on the medical word list.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Teacher can assist
students who are having a difficult time by
giving the first two letters of a word. Also
pairing students in small groups or with a
partner may be more successful for special
education students.
Teacher can give first
75 words to be used for activity, or entire
150 words for more advanced students.
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SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 2
SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS

(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

Sammy Scramble works in a medical office.
keep the medical vocabulary words in order.

His job is to
One day while

Sammy was eating his lunch in the park, a horse drawn
carriage came by.

Sammy suddenly sneezed!

is very alergic to horses.
and reared up!
CRASH!

The horse became very spooked

The horse came down with a very heavy

The horse landed right on top of Sammy's medical

vocabulary words!

On, no!!!1

What a horrible mess!

Sanuny is asking for your help.
him?

Please would you help

Sammy needs you to please help him unscramble all the

vocabulary words!

If Sammy does not get the words back

into the correct order, he will be fired!
job ahead of you.
fired.

You see, Sammy

You have a big

Do a good job to help Sammy not get

15
SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 3

(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

1.

elalbur

2.

msyptom

3.

envi

4.

asselme

5.

tebraver

6.

conedtsegtna

7.

shreis

8.

atveides

9.

crha

10.

sseouaghp

11.

dteesbia

12.

reevf

13.

uusomc

14.

aaeihdrr

15.

chitisnorb

16.

sititapeh

17.

nusttea

18.

roidthy

19.

sitivesop

20.

onebbestra

21.

eiionrpcst

22.

erusserp doolb

23.

ceesf

·- -

hgih

Keep going you're doing great!
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SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 4

(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

24.

rusvi

25.

hocks

26.

mmpsu

27.

tiprnra

28.

lasan

29.

daihparmg

30.

quetnirtou

31.

racfture

32.

dniisegonti

33.

siivon

34.

ssliton

35.

sserpdenio

36.

calps

37.

esaesid laerenev

38.

ssiiphl

39.

lataf

40.

pureurt

41.

tendal

42.

ciansiyhp

43.

ladbder

44.

tinaoibcit

45.

dia tsrif

46.

tioncefni

__ _

__ __ _

Only 104 scrambled words to go!
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SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 5
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

47.

miovt

48.

hguoc gnipoohw

49.

yretra

50.

tiauscefni nonmoucnelsosi

51.

nosisgorp

52.

tocksutb

53.

toneleks

54.

steviegid

55.

nercieg

56.

sufoinsnart

57.

uenazlfni

58.

yxar

59.

sinsu

60.

gusfun

61.

reziliuqnart

62.

straulemn

63.

dixappne

64.

rbian

65.

orsep

66.

ziesrue

67.

gaidsonsi

68.

moniauenp

Keep going, I don't want to get fired!
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SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 6

(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

69.

doobl

70.

dicemtiona

71.

etoditna

72.

welsob

7 3.

sepcittina

74.

onemuapes

7 s.

looip

All right, I now have half the words together correctly
thanks to you.

Please keep going, you're a great help.
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SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 7
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

76.

dikeyn

77.

mugs

78.

phiodty

79.

K. G. E.

80.

tionaripser _ _ _ _ _

81.

rhcnoci

82.

sityobe

83.

astham

84.

cohomislla

85.

recalniota

86.

lcure

87.

morreghaeh

88.

hpmeyesma

89.

eziliretes

90.

zationinununi

91.

lluks

9"2.

ealvn

93.

ppiul

94.

rrhngooae

95.

eslup

96.

alinmodba

97.

tinjo

98.

rotmu

20
SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 8
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 2 4.3)

99.

eutigena

100.

oxpasmll

101.

esintenti

102.

ccearn

103.

ensip

104.

sseeaid

105.

stearr ccaaidr

106.

mresg

107.

mhpgle

108.

bsri

109.

hmrrhdseooi

110.

xaltavei

111.

alor

112.

mnaeai

113.

ryotaripser

114.

eirvl

115.

aaairlm

116.

achachemots

117.

gitsatammsi

118.

nirue

119.

rregusy

120.

rnaieh

121.

anigna
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SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 9
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

122.

xianoityhpsa

123.

sarh

124.

tceua

125.

amuatr

126.

aaeeorhcs

127.

iirnpas

128.

monebda

129.

thartirsi

130.

erbutlucsois

131.

daaebng

132.

ientapt

133.

lipeepsy

134.

gluns

135.

aergyll

136.

ditoyrud

137.

aaiiovntn

138.

nocluvnois

139.

cabretai

140.

stipniontoc

141.

thecitsean

142.

nwodkaerb suovren

143.

prlaassiy

144.

comaualg

145.

indistantcef

22
SAMMY'S SCRAMBLED WORDS: PART 10
(U-1, Medical Vocabulary, Page 243)

146.

demcipie

147.

traceuiteponc

148.

rhecitmau refer

149.

nobrac xideomon

150.

Oh my gosh!

We have lost number 150.

If you know

which word is 150, you will earn a bonus.
Your answer

ci,z-s

N

w
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MEDICINE LABELS CONCENTRATION
(U-2, Medicine Labels, Page 244)

Objective:

(U-2, page 244)
The purpose of this activity
is for the student to identify the medicine
labels as presented in the Brigance Inventory
of Essential Skills.

Time:

15-30 minutes (for preparation)
30 minutes for activity

Materials:

3 x 5 ~edicine label cards (32 in each set),
pencils, and colored pens

Procedures:

1.

Each student is given 32, 3 x 5 cards.

2.

Each student is given a medicine labels
handout~

3.

The teacher explains that each student is to
make the picture of the medicine labels on
each card.

4.

The student will need (2 cards) for each
medicine label.

5.

When cards are completed, students are
asked to form groups of twos.

6.

The game concentration is then played using
the medicine label cards.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: When the student
turns 2 cards over and makes a match, they
should have to say the label before they can
have a match. For the lower students the cards
can be used for drill cards. For the higher
students 2 sets of cards consisting of 64
cards could be used.
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INTERVIEW YOUR NEIGHBOR
(U-3, Health Evaluation Form Part A, Page 245)

Objective:

(U-3, page 245) The purpose of this activity
is for the learner to become familiar with a
Health Evaluation Form as presented in the
Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills.

Time:

30-45 minutes

Materials:

Health Evaluation Form (Part A)

Procedures:

1.

Teachers

The teacher states the following information:
a.

Today you will all become professional
interviewers.

b.

You will each pick a partner to
work with.

c.

Your job is to interview or ask questions
presented on the following handout.

d.

Each student is to receive a handout.

e.

The interviewer is to also be the
secretary and write the answers down.

f.

When you finish interviewing your
partner they are to interview you.

Suggestion and/or Evaluation: The teacher can
match up students so that a higher level
student can read and assist a student having
troubles. Or following the interview activity
the teacher can give each student a Health
Evaluation Form to be completed individually.

Repeat same process for Part B of U-3, page 250.
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HOW ARE YOU FEELING?
(U-4, Health Practices and Attitude Rating Scale, Page 251)

Objective:

(U-4, page 251)
The purpose of this activity
is for the learner to correctly fill out the
rating scale as presented in the Brigance
Inventory of Essential Skills.

Time:

45 minutes per day (2-day activity)

Materials:

One S-251 handout from the Brigance.

Procedures:

1.

Give each student an S-251 handout.

2.

Teacher is to read form to class. As the
teacher reads the form, students are to
mark their desired response.

3.

When all 20 questions are completed,
teacher will reread and discuss answers
with students.

4.

The following day teacher will give students
a new S-251 and follow same process as in
step number 2.

Teacher

Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For a lower student,
teacher may read the question to the student
and mark their oral response. For the higher
student, the teacher may give the S-251 to the
student, and let them fill it out independently.

If material is unfamiliar to the students and their responses
on the s-251 are incorrect, the teacher could give instruction
with a commercial material as a means to introduce health
practices.
Instruct for a week then give the S-251 form as
the follow-up activity.
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WHO AM I?

(U-5, Self-Concept Rating Scale, Page 252)

Objective:

(U-5, page 252)
The purpose of this activity
is to familiarize the students with their
feelings and self-concepts, as related to the
Self-Concept Rating Scale on page 252.

Time:

45 minutes per instruction class
1-week activity

Materials:

Getting to Know You, Frank Shaffner.
Year 1979
S-252 handout

Procedures:

1.

Using Getting to Know You activities book.
Teacher dittos off all pages of book for each
student.

2.

Covering 5 pages each day, teacher discusses
activities with students, such as feelings,
attitudes, likes, dislikes.

3.

On day 5 of unit teacher has students sum up
information they have learned. Then teacher
may complete unit with S-252.

Cost $5.95.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: As a follow-up
activity to Getting to Know You, teacher
can use S-252 handout as a t e sting tool for
students to see what gains have been accomplished
after completion of the self-concept program.
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"DEADLY DOSES"
(U-6, Warning Labels, Page 253)

Objective:

(U-6, page 253)
The student will correctly
read and identify a list of 16 warning labels.
Knowing what the warning label is implying.

Time:

20 to 30 minutes

Materials:

1.

Teacher gives each student an S-253 handout.

2.

Teacher reads with students all the warning
labels.

3.

Teacher discusses with class each meaning
of the warning labels. Asks for student
response.
Gets the students actively
involved in helping to derive an answer
to each label.

4.

Have each student pick a label and read
it orally to the class.
Allow the label to
be read once only, so that each student
must read a different warning label. Have
the students give a definition of what their
label is warning them of.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
To assess the students
have each student individually read all
16 warning labels.
Have other activities such
as the students draw a picture of a commercial
product where they would find this warning. Cut
out pictures in magazines and newspapers for
all 16 warning labels.
For the lower student
provide pictures of practical commercial products
and have the student match the correct warning
label to the picture.
For the higher student,
have them research some information on poisons.
As an extra activity, use insert Danger . . .
Poison! activity.
Follow-up activity is a
good reinforcer on Poison Dangers.
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WHAT'S YOUR OPINION
(V-1, Attitude Rating Scale, Page 256)

Objective:

(V-1, page 256) The purpose of this activity
is to help the student be aware of his/her
personal attitude towards school and job skills.

Time:

45 minutes
1-week activity

Materials:

Getting a Job, Follett

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains to students it is very
important that you are aware of how an
attitude can affect the results of getting
a job or not.

2.

Follow teacher suggestions in manual of
Getting a Job.

3.

Have students complete the work and turn
in answers for a class discussion.

Teacher

Suggestion and/or Evaluation: To give the teacher
an awareness of the students' understanding,
the teacher could have students complete S-256.
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"YOUR PERSONALITY"
(V-2, Personality Rating Scale, Page 257)

Objective:

(V-2, page 257)
The purpose of this activity
is to give the students an awareness of their
personality traits and behavior while in
school.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

An S-257 handout

Procedures:

1.

Each student picks a partner.

2.

The teacher explains that one student will
be rating his/her partner, and that the
answers will not be discussed with the
partner. The other student will also rate
his/her partner who is rating him/her.
(Be honest. )

3.

The teacher will read each item and wait
for the partners to respond.

4.

Teacher then evaluates ratings (see page
257) and hands them back to the students.
Each student will receive a rating of
his/her personality completed by his/her
partner. The student does not rate
himself/herself.

5.

Have students discuss ratings and what
they can do to improve their ratings.

Teacher

\.__

-

Suggestion and/or Evaluation: The teacher may
want to re-evaluate each individual student
at the end of the term.
For higher students
the teacher can have them help rate low students
or ask them to help rate the scales. Lower
students can have an aide or student assist
them in rating their partner.
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"RESPONSIBILITIES"
(V-3, Responsibility and Self-Discipline
Rating Scale, page 258)

Objective:

(V-3, page 258) The purpose of this activity
is to give the student an awareness of
responsibilities and attitudes on a job.

Time:

45 minutes each day
1 week

Materials:

The Job Box, Stanislaus County Department of
Education, Modesto, California. Belmont, CA:
Fearon Pub., Inc., 1974. Cost:
$100.00.

Procedures:

1.

Teacher is to follow teachers' manual
and expose students to The Job Box.

2.

Involve students in The Job Box.

3.

Let students choose several of their own
job cards.

4.

Have each student complete 10 job cards
(2 a class) in each of the 7 job areas.

Teacher

Suggest:ion and/or Evaluation: Teacher rates each
student after completing kit, on the S-258
handout of the Brigance.
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JOB INTERESTS
(V-4, Job Interests and Aptitudes, Page 259)

Objective:

(V-4, page 259)
The purpose of this activity
is to help the student identify likes and dislikes with respect to different jobs.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

The Job Box, Stanislaus County Department of
Education. Belmont, CA: Fearon Pub., 1974.

Procedures:

1.

Follow same guidelines as on page 9 (V-3).

2.

When students complete kit, teacher gives
students S-259 scale.

Teacher

Suggestion and/or Evaluations: The Job Box will
supply instructional information for
objectives (V-3, V-4).
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HEALTHY AND HAPPY

(V-5, Health and Physical Problems/Handicaps, Page 260)

Objective:

(V-5, page 260) The purpose of this activity is
to familiarize the student with the importance
of health programs and physical limitations
related to the job.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

One Survival Skills physical examine handout,
S-260 handout
·

Procedures:

1.

Teacher gives each student a physical
examine handout.

2.

Read and discuss.

3.

Have students write a 1-page story on
what they would do and look for in an
employee.

4.

Give students the S-260 form.
Teacher
reads questions and has students answer.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Take class to a
vocational rehabilitation center for a field
trip.
For more advanced students have them
research information on vocational rehabilitation.
Or have a guest speaker talk to the
class.
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SOCIAL SECURITY
(V-6, Application for a Social Security Number, Page 261)

Objective:

(V-6, page 261)
The purpose of this activity is
to familiarize the student with the justification
of having a Social Security number, and the
correct procedure to obtain a number.

Time:

45 minutes (may need more than 1-day class
period to reach mastery)

Materials:

The Amazing Adventures of Harvey Crumbaker

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads Harvey story to class.

2.

Teacher then asks students to respond to
the information teacher read.

3.

Discuss why Social Security is important,
mention retirement, survivor, and
disability.

4.

Give each student an S-261 handout and
discuss how to fill out the form.

5.

Let each student independently fill out
an S-261 handout.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
For a final assessment
have each student independently fill out an
S-261.
For lower students the teacher could
instruct as a small group or have an aide or
higher student help students who are having
difficulty.
For more practice, complete
Pluss--Applying for SS or If You Want a Job
or a Bank Account.

49

LESSON 3: APPLYING FOR A SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBER

'
Copyrig,ht 1978 Charle.s Klasky

3-a
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3-b
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3-c
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JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!
(V-7, Choosing a Career, Page 262)

Objective:

(V-7, page 262) The purpose of this activity
is to allow the student to explore the variety
of occupations available today.

Time:

45 minutes (a 1- to 2-week activity)

Materials:

The Job Box, Stanislaus County Department of
Education. Belmont, CA: Fearon Pub., 1974
Teacher can find career kits easily in their
local ESD offices.

Procedure:

Teacher

1.

Teacher uses Job Box to give students a
broad range of activities in occupations.

2.

Introduce the different jobs, allow
students to participate in 10 different
jobs in your curriculum.

3.

Discuss each day the variety of jobs the
students took.

4.

Have students fill out question form about
their jobs.

Suggestion and/or Evaluation: When Job Box has
been completed give students S-262 form
(Choosing a Career).
Read the form to class.
Have them answer the questions.
For lower
students the teacher may only require a verbal
response rather than a written one.
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SIGN TIME
(V-8, Employment Signs, Page 263)

Objective:

(V-8, page 263)
The purpose of this activity
is for the student to be able to orally read
sign words and describe the meaning and where
to find the sign.

Time:

45 minutes (a 2-day activity)

Materials:

1 transparency and overhead projector,
1 S-263 handout for each student;
1 game board, 9 x 13 construction paper
for each student, colored marking pens

Procedures:

1.

Teacher puts transparency on screen.

2.

Have students orally read words until very
firm (direct instruction best method of
teaching words).

3.

Review entire 20 signs for mastery.

4.

Give students each an S-263 handout.

5.

Give students each 1 sheet of construction
paper.

6.

Explain to students that they are to cut up
signs on S-263.

7.

Explain to students they are to use their
construction paper.
They are to glue
signs onto the paper and write next to
it where such a sign could be found.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the higher student,
have them draw the picture of where a sign
could be found.
Have them make a game board
for the signs (students own creativity).
Teacher may want to individually have student
orally read sign words for mastery.
Lower
students could work with an aide or in a
small group team effort.
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MIX AND MATCH

(V-9, Employment Vocabulary, Page 264)
Objective:

(V-9, page 264) The purpose of this activity
is to help the student recognize the
descriptions of the 25 employment words and
phrases presented on page S-264.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

Envelopes for each student in class,
S-264 sheet cut up, firm surface, chalkboard,
scissors, glue

Procedures:

1.

Teacher is to write the 25 employment
vocabulary words on the chalkboard.

2.

Using direct instruction methods, go over
entire vocabulary list until firm.

3.

Have each student individually say words.

4.

Teacher then points to each word and gives
a description of the word.
Have students
go over the descriptions.

5.

Give each student an envelope and an S-264.

6.

Have students carefully cut up each
description from the whole page. There will
be 25 linep.

7.

Have students cut up in lines the 25
vocabulary words.

8.

Place all lines of paper in the envelope.

9.

On day 2 have students match description
to each vocabulary word.
(May want to
glue them on paper to keep stationary.)

Day 2

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower
student the teacher may want to put correlating
letters on the back of the matching vocabulary
word and its description for easier matching.
For the higher student teacher may add extra
words to be matched with descriptions.
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"SHORT CUTS"
(V-10, Employment Abbreviations, Page 265)

Objective:

(V-10, page 265) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to correctly identify the
abbreviations of the 55 employment terms.

Time:

45 minutes (may take more than 1 class period)

Materials:

One S-265 handout for each student,
1 dictionary for each group of students,
chalkboard

Procedures:

1.

Teacher writes first 25 words on the board.

2.

Teacher goes over words with students until
firm.

3.

Teacher has students form groups of 3 to 4
students in a group.
(Best if high and
low students are mixed together.)

4.

Teacher explains, "I'm very tired of saying
and writing these words out; please help
me! Your groups are to use your dictionaries
and find the shortened form of each of these
words calleq abbreviations."

5.

Teacher may make activity more motivating
by telling the students the group with
the most correct abbreviations will earn
one of the following:
go to lunch early,
earn a bonus point, earn popcorn on
Friday, leave for your bus 3 minutes
early, as examples.

6.

When time is up (teacher preference),
teacher gives each student a list of the
S-265 with the first 25 abbreviations only.
Let the groups correct and total their
amounts of abbreviations.

7.

Repeat steps 1-7 for words 26 through 55.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Have students
individually write an abbreviation for each
of the 55 words.
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HELP WANTED
(V-11, Help Wanted Advertisements, Page 266)

Objective:

(V-11, page 266)
Given a classified Help
Wanted section of a newspaper, the student
will identify key job points correctly asked
by the handout.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Newspaper classified section "Help Wanted"
job openings (libraries are willing to.give
old newspapers for such classroom activities),
one handout for page 266

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains to students that they
each will need to find 10 jobs in which
they are going to apply for.

2.

Teacher gives each student a job section
of the classified adds.

3.

Teacher gives each student a handout
(266) to be completed as they find the
jobs.

4.

When all students have found and completed
all work, discuss answers and jobs which
each student found.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Have an instructional
aide help students having difficulty as a small
group activity. High students could look up
15 or 20 jobs. Do S-266 as a follow-up
activity. For more supplementary material
do insert, Wanted Hard Workers.
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HELP WANTED
(V-11, Handout, Page 266)

1.

What is the position you are applying for?

2.

If stated, what are the hours of the job?

3.

How many days a week would you work?

4.

Is the . job part-time or full timei

5.

Do you need transportation for your job?

6.

What is the name of the business or Company if stated?

7.

Would you like to have a job like this job?
or why not?

)

(3 complete sentences)

Why

99<!-S
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APPLICATION
(V-12, Simple Application for Employment, Page 267)

Objective:

(V-12, page 267) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to get a basic understanding
of the correct procedure necessary to fill out
an application form.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

S-267 handout, the Amazing Adventures of
Harvey Crumbaker

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads Harvey activity on filling
out a form.

2.

Teacher discusses information needed to
fill out the form.

3.

Teacher gives each student an information
sheet to take home and complete and bring
back the following day with necessary
information.

4.

On following day, teacher discusses S-267
handout and tells each student to fill
out the form.

5.

Each student uses his/her information sheet
from homework as a reference for easy
filling out of application form.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Application form should
be completed neatly and correctly.
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JOHN BLUE
(V-13, Complex Application for Employment,
Page 268)

Objective:

(V-13, page 268) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to independently fill out a
complex application form.

Time:

30 to 45 minutes

Materials:

Overhead and transparency, S-268 form, handout
on John Blue

Procedures:

1.

Teacher places transparency on screen.

2.

Teacher discusses application form in the
following:
(a) smaller boxes, (b) extra
areas added on, example birthdate,
disabilities, emergency number, service
information.

3.

Give each student an S-268 form.

4.

Give each student a John Blue handout.

5.

Read all about John Blue.

6.

Fill out transparency on screen. Have
students help by oral discussion. Go
around room and ask each student for information about John Blue and which
location on form it should be at.

7.

Have students fill out a form on John Blue
along with you.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Give each student an
S-268 form and have them individually complete
the form.
For more practice and drill use
insert The Written Job Application - Activity.
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JOHN BLUE

.r

(V-13, John Blue, Page 268)

Johnathan Mattew Blue is a 26-year-old man who likes
dogs.

He is 6 ft . 1 in tall and weighs 184 lbs.

was born on March 27th, 1957.

John Blue

He was born in Germany, but

gained his citizenship in 1968, as an. American citizen.
John Blue currently lives at 2624 N. 56th Avenue,
Salem, Oregon, 98316.

His permanent address is

906201 N. Gate, Seattle, Washington 98126.

His phone

number is area code (601) 943-2656.
John Blue is not married and has no children.

In case

John became very ill or in an accident he would want you
to notify his brother Hughes Blue at 124321 N. 142nd N.E.,
Seattle, Washington, 98126.

Hughes' phone number is

(509) 693-6413.
John Blue completed grade school and went on to high
school.

When John graduated from high school in 1975, he

went to Hawaii for 2 years, where he worked as a cashier
in a store for Waki Green at 9000 Palm Avenue, Maui Island,
Hawaaii.

John's dad became ill so John flew back to

Seattle to help his dad.
John started college in 1977.
Ellensburg.

He attended CWU in

He went to college for 4 years.

He finished

college in 1981; he received a diploma.
John Blue is currently teaching special education in
Oregon.

He has worked for the Salem School District,

81

JOHN BLUE (continued)
927 S. Crab Avenue from 1981 to now.

John was never in the

Army or any other branch of the service.

John is in good

health and has no physical disabilities.
His good friend Fred Red, 1903 6th St., phone (509)
953-2724, who is a computer man, is one of John's best
friends.

His other good friend is Mary Harry who lives at

20013 S. 29th Avenue, phone (602) 678-1525.

)
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Lesson 1: The Written Job Application - Activity
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ANSWERS, ANSWERS, ANSWERS
(V-14, Job Interview Questions, Page 271)

Objective:

(V-14, page 271)
The purpose of this activity
is to familiarize the student with the types of
questions that could be asked in an interview.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Tape recorder, tape for recording instructional
aide or teacher

Procedures:

1.

Teacher or aide has a list of 28 questions
taken from the Brigance (page 269). The
teacher or aide interviews each student
into a tape recorder and the student
responds with an answer.

2.

After all students have been interviewed,
students listen to each other being
interviewed.

3.

Teacher discusses good and bad responses to
the questions being asked.

4.

Teacher gets the students involved by
asking them their response to each question
asked.

Teacher suggestion and/or evaluation: Give each student an
S-269 form to fill out as teacher reads the
questions.
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ARE YOU READY?
(V-15, Job Interview Preparation Rating Scale, Page 272)

Objective:

(V-15, page 272)
The purpose of this activity
is to prepare the student for a job interview.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-272 handouts, pencils

Procedures:

1.

Teacher picks students to work in pairs,
one as the interviewer and the other as the
responder.

2.

Teacher gives each interviewer an S-272
handout.

3.

Teacher reads S-272 to class. Responder
tells interviewers their response and they
mark the appropriate column. ·

4.

When all 20 questions are completed, the
same process is completed with students
switching roles.

5.

Teacher grades responses and gives a
scale number.

6.

Each student receives a rating scale S-272
with their score.

7.

Teacher discusses scores and things which
could be improved.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For those students
who receive a really poor score, teacher may
want to use a vocational kit to increase
skills, Career Card File, Developmental Learning
Materials, Niles, IL, 1976.
For more practice and drill use insert "The
Job Interview. 11
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LESSON 2: THE JOB INTERVIEW
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ARE YOU READY?
(V-16, Job Interview Rating Scale, Page 273)

Objective:

(V-16, page 273) The purpose of this activity
is to prepare the student for a job interview.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-273 handout

Procedures:

1.

Follow the same procedures as "Are You
Ready?" V-15.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For low students
teacher may want to interview the student or
place a low student with a high student.
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FILL IT OUT
(V-17, W-4 Form, Page 274)

Objective:

(V-17, page 274) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to accurately complete a
W-4 Form.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Harvey Crumbaker, S-274

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads about Harvey to class.

2.

Follow Harvey directions to complete a
W-4 form.

3.

Ditto off all W-4 Forms for students to
complete.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: As a final assessment
have students complete S-274 individually.

LESSON 5: THE W-4 FORM
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WHAT TIME IS IT?
(V-18, Future Time on Clock, Page 275)

Objective:

(V-18, page 275) The student will accurately
complete the time durations as needed for the
Brigance S-275.

Time:

45 minutes (1 week of working with time)

Materials:

Step by Step Math Skills, by Continental Press,
price $10.95; or Telling Time, by Frank Shaffer,
$5.95

Procedures:

1.

Using a commercial material,teacher instructs
students on the fundamentals of telling time.

2.

After completion of time unit (approximately
1 week), teacher gives each student an
S-275 handout to be individually completed.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower student
teacher may need to go slower on the time
concept. For higher students extra computing
times could be added by the teacher.

...._
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GOING, GOING, GONE

(V-19, Past Time on Clock, Page 276)

Ojbective:

(V-19, page 276)
The purpose of this activity
is for the student to be able to compute the
time differences from beginning of an activity
to the end without the arrival time being given.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Corrunercial source Step by Step Math Skills,
by Continental Press, S-276

Procedures:

1.

Teacher follows same procedure as given
on page 28 objective V-19.

2.

The student, after completing Step by Step
Math Kit, then completes S-276 as a final
assessment.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: V-19 is mastered with
objective V-18, using the same materials. For
the lower student, the teacher could work
individually with the student or in a small
group situation.
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WORKED LIKE A DOG
(V-20, Time Duration on Clock, Page 277)

Objective:

(V-20, page 277)
The purpose of the activity
is for the student to accurately compute the
number of hours worked each day for the time
durations.

Time:

30 to 45 minutes

Materials:

Teacher-made handout, chalkboard

Proecures:

1.

Teacher writes the following on the board:
June 29th, time in 7:00 a.m., time out
4:30 p.m.

2.

Teacher then explains how you count the
hours on a clock to arrive at the total
working hours.

3.

Teacher writes up several other examples and
has students find answer.
Have students
explain how they arrived at their answer.

4.

Give each student a worksheet and ask them
to compute the hours.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: While entire class is
computing hours, the teacher is free to pull
individual students to work with who are having
problems. As a follow-up activity give student,
S-277 handout to accurately compute.

107
Directions:

Look at the time sheet. Write the number of
hours worked for each day on the line provided.
Study the example and use the clock if needed.

Example

Date

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

Time in

Time out

10:30

12:30

Hours Worked
2 hours

La- ·;
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DEDUCTION FUNCTION
(V-21, Payroll Deductions, Page 278)

Objective:

(V-21, page 278)
The purpose of this activity
is to give the student an awareness of the
functions of deductions on a payroll check
by being actively involved in computing
payroll checks.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Lesson #6 of Harvey Crumbaker (1980),
Earning Statement (Pluss), S-278 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads through Understanding a
Eaycheck Stub (Klasky, 1980).

2.

Teacher has students be actively involved
in computing costs.

3.

Teacher reads Earning Statement (Pluss)
and asks students to do activity work.

4.

Teacher than gives S-278 as a follow-up
activity.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Have students
divide into small groups, have one group work
on Harvey Crumbaker, and the other group work
on Earning Statement.

Lc.SSON 6: UNDERSTANDING A PAYCHECK STUB

to go back to work.
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TAXES! TAXES!
(V-22, Federal Income Tax Return--Form 1040A, Page 280)

Objective:

(V-22, page 280) The purpose of this activity
is to engage the student in correctly filling
out a 2040A Form.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

Harvey Crumbaker Filling out an Income Tax
Report, Pluss Filling out an Income Tax
Report, .S-279 handout, S-280 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher needs to explain to students that
they'll be working on income tax forms.

2.

Teacher reads Filling out an Income Tax
Report.

3.

Teacher takes students through a step by
step process and tells them to fill out a
1040A.

4.

Using the Pluss source of materials, the
teacher reads Note to the Pupil and helps
students fill out form 1040A.

5.

When students are very firm on correctly
filling out a 1040A Form, give the
students an S-279 and S-280 to assess
their skills.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower student
the teacher could give the student only one
piece of information at a time until the
student could master it. For the higher student,
the teacher could contact the I.R.S. Office and
introduce other forms more complicated than the
1040A.

LESSON 20: FiLLING OUT AN INCOME TAX REPORT
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HARD TIMES
(V-23, Unemployment Compensation Form, Page 281)

Objective:

(V-3, page 281)
The purpose of this activity is
to familiarize the student with the correct
procedures in filling out an unemployment
compensation form.

Time:

20 minutes

Materials:

Pens and pencils and an S-281 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains to students that they have
had numerous experiences now at filling out
forms.

2.

The teacher explains when a person looses
a job or does not have a job, that he/she
many times applies for unemployment.

3.

Have students complete S-281 form.
(Student
should have a basic understanding of filling
out a form now.)

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluations: A student who is
having problems completing the S-281 can go
back and review with the following objectives:
V-17, V-18, V-22.
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BINGO A PRICE
(W-1, Price Signs, Page 284)

Objective:

(W-1)
The purpose of this activity is the
student correctly orally identifies the price
presented through the game of Bingo.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

One S-284 handout for each student in the class,
markers or chips to use for the game Bingo,
plain white paper, crayons - or markers, chalkboard

Procedures:

1.

Teacher writes examples on the board. For
examples, use a few off of the S-284 or
make up your own.

2.

Go over the different varieties of price
signs, examples: ¢ .39, $1.23. Explain the
amount each sign and decimal represents.

3.

Teacher can make up Bingo cards or the
teacher can have students create their own
cards.

4.

The more variety of price amounts the more
motivation is created in the classroom.

5.

Teacher must have a master list with all the
variety of numbers which are being used in the
Bingo game.

6.

Teacher gives all students a card or they
use their made up card.

7.

Teacher gives an oral price and the students
are to cover the number if they have it.

8.

Directions of Bingo can be decided by the
teacher.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
To make the price-sign
game motivating, the teacher could have some
of the following activities as prizes for the
Bingo winners:
(a) 5 minutes free time,
(b) early dismissal from class, (c) popcorn
on Friday, (d) eat with the teacher, or
(e) earn 5 bonus points.
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SPENDING SPREE
(W-2, Computes Totals for Amounts of Money, Page 286) ·

Objective:

(W-2, page 286) The student will increase his/
her ability to compute totals of items presented
in the activity.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Handout of Cool Dan, S-285 handout

Procedures:

1.

TeachJ'r gives each student a Cool Dan handout.

2.

Teaqher tells students a brief indtroduction
to dool Dan.
a.

Explain that Cool Dan has a job.

b.

Dan plans to go on a spending spree and
a date.

c.

You will help Dan pick out items to buy.

3.

Students are to read handout and compute
costs for Cool Dan.

4.

After everyone has completed his/her packet,
compare totals and do a group tally on the
board to correct the students' work.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: When Cool Dan
activity has been completed, give each student
an S-285 handout as a follow-up activity.

133
COOL DAN

(W-2, Page 286)

Cool Dan McGee is going to receive his first paycheck
from his new jobl

Cool Dan has been working at Greasy Green's

Gardens for 1 month now.
paycheck.

Today Cool Dan receives his first

In celebration of his first paycheck, Dan has

asked Betty Beautiful out on a date for Saturday night.

Betty

Beautiful is a very popular girl in school, so Dan wants to
really impress her on their date.

The following information

is necessary for you to help Dan figure out how much money
he has spent on his date.

Dan's paycheck totaled $84.27.

1.

Dan buys a new pair of jeans at Zaks.

They cost $28.00.

2.

Dan buys a new shirt to match his jeans.

3.

Dan washes and waxes his car.

4.

Dan buys Betty Beautiful a pretty flower.

5.

Dan takes Betty Beautiful to a movie.

6.

Betty likes popcorn, Dan buys her some.

7.

Dan and Betty eat dinner at Black Angus.

8.

How much money did Cool Dan spend on Betty Beautiful

Cost $15.00.

Cost $5.95.
Cost $6.25.

Cost $8.00.
Cost 94¢.
Cost $20.00.

for their date?
9.

How much money does Cool Dan have left from his paycheck?
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DOLLAR MADNESS
(W-3, Making Change, Page 287)

Objective:

(W-3~ page 287) The purpose of this activity is
for the student to accurately count money,
making the correct amount of change for each
sum.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Making Change, Developmental Learning Materials
(excellent original looking money), cost $9.95;
S-287 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher needs to familiarize herself/himself
with the kit.

2.

Teacher follows kit directions and carries
out activities.

3.

Teacher actively involves students in making
change.

4.

Students can work individually, in small
groups, or as a large group.

Teacher Suggestions and/or Evaluation: For the lower students
placing them with a higher student can help
them understand making change more easily. For
a higher student more complex skills can be
added on to challenge them.
Give students an
S-287 handout and ask them to complete it.
As a follow-up activity, use making change.
Harvey Crumbaker insert.

LESSON 7: MAKING. CHANGE
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SAVE, SAVE, SAVE
(W-4, Comprehends and Computes Purchase Savings, Page 289)

Objective:

(W-4, page 289) The purpose of this activity is
for the student to compute the cost of sale
items with the regular price and to find the
savings.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Enough weekly newspapers with the weekly sale
items included for each student in the class
(to save cost of newspaper students could
work in pairs), S-288, S-289.

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains that today we are going to
find out how much savings can be made by
buying sales.

2.

Give each student a newspaper.

3.

Have students find sales which also give
the regular price.

4.

Have students compute the sale pr.ice and
regular price.

5.

Have students determine whether the item
is really a good sale buy or not.

6.

Have students work individually or in pairs
to complete activity.

7.

Have students follow form completing it as
they find sale items.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower student,
have them just list the item and sale prices or
let them use a calculator. For assessment, give
each student An S-288, S-289 and have them
complete the forms.
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SAVE, SAVE, SAVE

(W-4, Page 289)

Name of item

The regular
Price

1.
2.

3.

4.

s.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Find 3 more items for extra credit.

The sale
price

Difference
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CHART MART
(W-5, Computes Expenses Using Charts and Tables, Page 290)

Objective:

(W-5, page 290) The purpose of this activity is
to give the students an introduction into
reading charts and computing them accurately.

Time:

45 minutes (several days)

Materials:

Greyhound Bus schedule printed (can get them
for free if you go to the local station),
movie schedule from paper, United Parcel
Service mail chart (free for the asking)

Procedures:

1.

Teacher uses one of the above materials.

2.

Teacher teaches students how to read
different charts.

3.

When students are very firm on orally
reading, explain how many charts relate
to math.

4.

Show students how to calculate two different
types of charts, example, 3 adults going
to a movie, or city bus schedule.

5.

Have students demonstrate correctly their
ability to orally read and calculate a
chart.

6.

For extra credit, have students each bring
in a chart to share with other classmates.

Teacher Suggestions and/or Evaluation: As a follow-up
activity, give each student an S-290 and S-291
to correctly read and calculate.
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CROSSWORD BANKING
(W-6, Banking and Credit Vocabulary, Page 292)

Objective:

(W-6, page 292) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to identify the correct
banking and credit vocabulary word with its
meaning.
·

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Crossword puzzle handout, definition clue sheet,
word list, S-292, chalkboard

Procedures:

1.

Teacher goes over all vocabulary words
on the board with students before beginning
crossword activity.

2.

When students are firm on vocabulary words,
give each student a
a.

Vocabulary list,

b.

Definition clue sheet,

c.

Crossword puzzle sheet.

3.

Explain to students they are to design a
crossword puzzle for all the banking
vocabulary. Explain, the words and clues
are given, all the student must do is to
place the number and word on a crossword
puzzle.

4.

Help students do 1 down and 10 across so
they understand the directions.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Give each student an
S-292 as a follow-up assessment.
To challenge
students let them make up their own clues and
puzzle.
For the lower student, write in the
clue number for them.
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CROSSWORD BANKING: PART 2
(W-6, Page 292)

Crossword Puzzle Words
a.

Balance

b.

Checking account

c.

Check stub

d.

Coins

e.

Interest

f.

Sayings account

g.

Canceled check

h.

Deposit slip

i.

Loan

j.

Withdrawal slip

k.

Credit card

1.

Currency

m.

Endorse

n.

Minimum payment

o.

Personal check

p.

Cashier's check

q.

Collateral

r.

Statement

,-
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CROSSWORD BANKING: PART 3
(W-6, Page 292)

Down
1.

The record you receive,
usually each month,
showing how much
you owe on an account.

Across

10.

The money you have
in your account.

11.

A record of checks
you write.

The least amount you
can pay on the balance
of a loan or account
each month.

12.

A word which describes
pennies, nickels,
dimes, and quarters.

3.

A word that means
money.

13.

The bank pays you
money for keeping money
in the bank.

4.

When you want to
borrow money.

14.

The type of account
where you save money.

A check you wrote
has been cashed and
sent back to you.

15.

A form you fill out
to deposit or
withdraw money.

The type of account
you must have before
you can write a check.

16.

A card used for
charging.

2.

5.

6.

7.

Property you agree to
let the bank have if
you fail to make
payments on a loan.

17.

The kind of check you
write using a blank
check from your
checkbook.

8.

A form you fill out
to take money out
of your account.

18.

A check you pay the
bank to make.

9.

You write your name
on a check so you
can cash it.
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WRITE THEM RIGHT
(W-7, Manages a Checking Account, Page 296)

Objective:

(W-7, page 296) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to accurately complete a
deposit slip,. check,and check stub.

Time:

45 minutes (1-week activity)

Mate.rials:

Harvey Crumbaker Checking Account, S-295, S-296.,
Basic Skills in Using a Checking Account

Procedures:

1.

Teacher follows Basic Skills in Using a
Checkin~ Account and instructs students
on the introduction of check writing.

2.

Teacher ' involves a lot of hands-on activities from Basic Skills in Using a
Checking Account. Give the students
practical application to check writing
by making it meaningful.

3.

Complete 3 activities from Basic Skills
in Using a Checking Account each day.

4.

Give the S-295 and S-296 handouts as a
final assessment to the check writing unit.

5.

As a follow-up activity use Harvey Crumbaker
Checking Account Activity.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: If a student does
not do well on the S-295 handout, teacher
needs to review check writing materials at a
slower pace and break down complex skills
smaller if needed for the student.
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LESSON 9: USING A CHECKING ACCOUNT
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CREDIT GIVEAWAY

(W-8, Computes Interests on Loans, Page 299)

Objective:

(W-8, page 299) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to compute the interest
rate on loans.

Time:

45 minutes (1-week activity)

Materials:

Basic Skills in Using Money
This activity is designed for exceptional
students with more advanced math skills.

Procedures:

1.

Teacher goes step by step with student
calculating percentages and interest
rates, using Basic Skills in Using Money.

2.

After completing Basic Skills pages 1-25,
teacher gives each student an S-299 form
to accurately complete.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
If a student can not
calculate interest and percentages, the
teacher could make it an oral group presentation
using the chalkboard, actively involving
students in the mathematical steps to solve
problems.
·
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BUY NOW PAY LATER
(W-9, Reads and Comprehends a Credit Agreement, Page 300)

Objective:

(W-9, page 300) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to understand the terms of
applying for a credit card~

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Harvey Crurnbaker, C. Klasky. Carson, CA:
Lakeshore Curriculwn Materials, 1980;
S-300, S-301, S-302 Brigance handouts

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads Applying for a Credit Card
to class. Discusses the information which
is important about credit cards.

2.

Has students complete the activities on
11-c, 11-d.

3.

Reads with students S-300.

4.

Gives students follow-up work on pages
S-301, S-302 to see how well they
understand credit.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Let those students
who can read the story Applying for a Credit
Card, read independently and work at their
own speed on the activity.
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LESSON 11: APPL YING FOR A CREDIT CARD
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CREDIT CARDS
(W-10, Application for a Credit Card, Page 301)

Objective:

(W-10, page 301) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to accurately complete a
credit card application.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Material:

Harvey Crumbaker

Procedures:

1.

Teacher uses same format as on objective
W-9.

2.

Using the same materials as objective W-9,
the teacher instructs the student in the
correct manner of completing a credit card
application.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Objective W-9, and
objective W-10 should be taught together.
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CAN YOU READ IT?

(W-11, Reads and Comprehends Monthly
Credit Statement, Page 302)

Objective:

(W-11, page 302)
Student will accurately read
and comprehend a monthly credit statement by
completing this activity.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

Harvey Crumbaker

Procedures:

1.

Teacher follows same procedure format from
objectives W-9 and W-10.

2.

When student has completed all activities
give him/her an S-32 to accurately complete.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Objectives W-9, W-10,
and W-11 use the same materials and format
of activities.
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FOOD BASKET UPSET
(Y-1, Food Vocabulary, Page 327)

Ojbective:

(Y-1, page 327) The student will orally read
138 food words correctly by participating
in the Food Basket Upset activity.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

S-327 handout for each student

Procedures:

1.

On day number 1 the teacher introduces
all words to the students (using direct
instruction).
(All students paying
attention is the best method.)
Teacher
can write the words on the board if it
would be helpful.

2.

When students are firm on reading the
words, teacher talks about the four basic
units of food: milk and dairy, meats,
breads and cereals, fruits and vegetables.
Gives examples from word list on what
food goes where.

3.

Divide students into groups and tell them
to please list food words into their
correct group (use handout).

4.

When all groups have completed classifying
foods, have them turn in papers.

5.

Discuss by using the board where each
food falls into each category.
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FOOD BASKET UPSET
(Y-1, Food Vocabulary, Page 327)

Objective:

(Y-1, page 327)

Sarne

Procedures:

6.

These are the procedures for day 2.

7.

Divide students into groups by the four
food groups:
fruits, milk, meats, bread.

8.

When all students are as equally divided
into the four food groups, teacher
calls out the name of a food and those
students in that group are to stand up.

9.

Example: Teacher calls "turkey," all
students in the meat group should stand up.

10.

When an entire group stands up, they
receive 1 point.
If any member of the
group does not stand up, the group does not
receive a point.

11.

If a group stands up on an incorrect food
word, the food group the teacher . called
for receives an extra point.

12.

Many situations call for more than one
group to stand up at one time.
Example,
chowder could be milk, bread, meat, or
fruit.

13.

At the end of the activity add up points
and see which team knows its food words
and classifications.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Teacher may want
to have students individually orally read food
vocabulary words on S-327.
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COOKING MOVEMENT
(Y-2, Food Preparation Vocabulary, Page 328)

Objective:

(Y-2, page 328) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to orally read and understand the meaning of each food preparation word.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-328 handouts, chalkboard

Procedure:

1.

Teacher writes all words on the chalkboard.

2.

Have students read words until firm.

3.

Ask for a definition of each word.

4.

Call a student up to the desk. Whisper
a food word--they are to act it out.

5.

Call on students to guess word. Any words
shouted out without permission will cause
a student to lose points.

6.

Give everyone in class the opportunity to
participate, but do not force anyone who
does not want to play.

7.

For each correct guess of the food word
being acted out, the student receives a
point.

8.

Tally points up at the end to see who has
won.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Have each student
have his/her food word list S-328 in front of
him/her while playing the game.
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RECIPE RESEARCH
(Y-3, Basic Recipe Directions, Page 329)

Objective:

(Y-3,page 329) The purpose of this activity
is to allow the student to find out how each
recipe direction is used in an actual recipe.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Library or many cookbooks (each student could
be required to bring a cookbook from home for
the activity), S-329 handout, Basic Recipe
Directions handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher reads all directions to students.

2.

Teacher describes each directions meaning.

3.

Teacher has students read each direction.

4.

Teacher calls on each student to give a
definition of the directions.

5.

Teacher tells each student he/she must
find an example of each direction in a
real cookbook.

6.

Teacher gives each student a handout to
be completed.

7.

Teacher explains each direction will
probably be in a cookbook. When student
finds one, he/she is to write it down on
the handout. Student must find at least
10 of the directions to receive credit.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower
students, a primary children's cookbook could
be used and only five directions completed.
For the higher student, all 20 directions
plus any directions they find which have not
been listed for extra credit would be completed.
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RECIPE RESEARCH
(Y-3, Basic Recipe Directions, Page 329)

Handout
Complete paper with neat cursive writing.
directions.

Follow all

Do not leave any blank lines.

1.

What is the name of your cookbook?

2.

a.

------------

List the number of the directions from your
direction page which you found.

b.

List the name of the recipe.

c.

List the page number.

d.

You must find at least 10 of the directions.

Direction Number
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Name of Recipe

Page Number
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LABEL HUNT

(Y-4, Food Labels, Page 330)

Objective:

(Y-4, page 330) The purpose of this activity
is to familiarize the student with the function
of the food label.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-330 handout for each student, a variety
of food labels

Procedures:

1.

Teacher discusses with students that all
food products must have a label.

2.

Give each student an S-330 handout.

3.

Go over all 19 items.

4.

Have students read the items.

5.

Tell students that by the end of the week
they are to bring in at least 5 food labels
taken from cans, jars, boxes, wrapping.
Five is not too many to ask even low
income students.

6.

When everyone has labels at school,
compare what they say and try to match
them up to the S-330 handout.

7.

Teacher is now to explain the meaning of
each of the 19 items on the S-330 using
the labels as examples.

8.

Have students verbally say what each label
means. Have them give examples.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
If labels and boxes
are not accessible, check out a local rest
home or hotel restaurant as they will allow
you to use labels off used food items.
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DOUBLE AND DIVIDE
(Y-5, Conversion of Recipes to Different Servings,
Page 331)

Objective:

(Y-5, page 331) The purpose of this activity is
for the student to accurately convert measurements
for serving 8 and for serving 2.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Teacher-made handout, chalkboard, S-331 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher writes the following amounts on the
board in a line going down:
1/4 cup, 2 cups, 1/2 teasp., 2 eggs, 1/4 teasp.
1 can of sauce, 2 1/2 cups

2.

Teacher then writes the following on the board:
Makes 4 servings

8 servings

2 servings

a.

1/4 cup

1/2 cup

1/8 cup

b.

2 cups

c.

1/2 teasp.

d.

2 eggs

e.

1/4 teasp.

f.

1 can of
sauce

3.

Explain the conversions and write them in.
See "a" as an example.

4.

Give out teacher-made handout and have
students make the necessary conversions.
Give students help on the first one to
make sure they are converting the measurements correctly.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
If lower students can
not convert measurements, the teacher could make
them a chart with the different measurements
as a help to doing activity, example 1/2 + 1/2 =
1.
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DOUBLE AND DIVIDE
(Y-5, Conversions of Recipes to Different Servings)

Dolly Dimple is having Handsome Charlie and Billy Belly
and his girlfriend Francis Fats over for dinner.
She has
decided on her menu: baked chicken, baked potatoes, green
beans in a mushroom sauce, green salad, and strawberry
shortcake for desert.
Handsome Charlie, Dolly's boyfriend, has just informed
Dolly that instead of preapring dinner for four people she
had better prepare for eight! Charlie says that Billy Belly
and his girlfriend Franics Fats each weigh 450 lbs. and love
to eat! Dolly had better prepare more food.
Dolly Dimple needs your help! She has just finished
cooking for only four people.
Please help her cook for
eight people.
8 servings

4 servings
1.

3 lbs. chicken =

2.

2 cups baking sauce =

3.

1 can green beans

4.

2 cans mushroom soup

5.

1 head of lettuce

6.

2 tomatoes =

7.

1/2 C. onions

8.

1/4

c.

celery =

9.

1/8

c.

olives

c.

=
=

=
=

sour cream =

10.

2

11.

1 pkg. Uncle Dan's

12.

2 C.

13.

4 shortcakes =

14.

1 qt. ice cream

strawberries

=

=
=

=
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MAKE A MENU

(Y-6, Foods for a Daily Balanced Diet, Page 332)

Objective:

. (Y-6, page 332) Student will identify the
correct amounts of food servings he/she can
have each day by completing this activity.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Teacher-made handout, s~332 handout (for
making menus), chalkboard

Procedures:

1.

Teacher writes the following on the board:

Food Group

Number of Daily
Servings

Meat
Fruit and vegetable
Milk products
Bread and cereal

2

Fats and other not needed daily

2 daily allowed

4
4
4

2.

Go over the above information with students.

3.

Explain to students that they will be
planning their meals for tomorrow.

4.

Their choices can be made from the food
list they will receive.

5.

Students can use each item only twice.

6.

Tell students they must be.careful to only
use the recommended daily servings.
If
they use too many of any food item they
will have to do it over.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the lower
students, the use of a food tally sheet can be
very helpful to keep track of how much food
in each food group has been used.
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MAKE A MENU

'

(Y-6, Page 332)

Food List
1.

Hamburger in a bun

27.

Cold cereal with milk

2.

Taco with meat and lettuce

28.

3.

Chocolate cake

Toast with butter
(2 pieces)

4.

Apple

29.

Burrito with meat

5 ·.

Green beans

30.

Chocolate milk shake

6.
7.

1 glass of orance juice

~1.

4 chocolate cookies

Bubble gum

32.

Cream corn

8.

Apple pie, 1 slice

33.

Barbecued ribs (2)

9.

Pizza with cheese and
pepperoni

34.

Tossed salad with
dressing

35.

Peaches

36.

Pears sliced in syrup

37.

Maccaroni

38.

Stuffed green peppers

39.

Oatmeal with milk

40.

Pancakes with syrup

41.

Waffles with berries

42.

Hot rice with soy sauce

43.

Spagetti with tomato
sauce

44.

Vanilla ice cream with
chocolate sauce

(3)

10.

Pork chop ( 1)

11.

Mashed potatoes

12.

Candy bar

13.

2 glasses of milk

14.

1 can of Pepsi

15.
16.
17.

Steak
Baked chicken, 1 piece

18.

Potato salad

19.

Baked beans

20.

Banana pudding

21.

Tomato soup

45.

Baked fish

22.

Ham sandwich

46.

French fries

23.

Hot dog with bun

47.

Chocolate milk

24.

Banana (1)

48.

Sausage (1)

25.

2 eggs scrambled

49.

26.

1 slice of ham

Peanut butter and jam
sandwich

50.

Corn on the cog

Carrot sticks
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SHOPPING SPREE
(Y-7, Computes Cost of Purchasing Different Quantities,
Page 333)

Objective:

(Y-7, page 333) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to be able to compute items
sold by the pound for quantities different
from the unit price listed.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Maffex Math Skills

Procedures:

1.

Teacher discusses most foods--mainly
produce and fresh items are sold by the
pound, but that only the pound price is
shown.

2.

The students are to compute the total
amount of food being bought, example:
2 lbs. of cherries at 45¢ a pound=
90¢ paid.

3.

Give students worksheets from Maffex
Math Skills to work on this skill.

4.

For those students who cannot multiply
or add well, allow these students the use
of a calculator.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Maffex Math Skills
covers many areas of shopping skills for extra
practice for students.
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SHOP AROUND
(Y-8, Food Quantity at Best Price, Page 334)

Objective:

(Y-8, page 334)
The purpose of this activity
is to familiarize the student with the best
buy of an item in a certain quantity amount.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Overhead, transparency

Procedures:

1.

Teacher must first introduce the differences
in product sizes.

2.

Teacher must discuss ounces, oz., and
pounds, lbs.

3.

Teacher needs to make student aware of the
conversion of oz. to lbs.

4.

Teacher must instruct the student on how
to decide which is the better purchase.

5.

Using the handout provided, discuss which
products are bigger and which are smaller.

6.

Divide weight into price and see which is
the better buy.

7.

The calculator may be a good tool for
students to use as this concept is hard
to understand.

(2-day activity)

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Making a field trip
to a grocery store and actually seeing the
items and comparing them to each other can be
very helpful.
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SHOP AROUND
(Y-8, Food Quantity at Best Price, Page 334)

Directions:

Circle the best buy.
ChOc.4

1.

C.0...1\e.

Cake mix

6.

Noodles

r .NOO D ', t>_:,-·..

-~•X

1 lb.
$1.27
2.

2 lbs.
$2.54

Frozen carrots
1 lb.
$.97

3.

Sugar
1 lb.
$1.97

't~rt._l1i·C: 1
. -=;.:c"-·· I

2 lbs.
$1.80

G

3 lba.
$3.75

1 lb.
59¢
7.

3 lbs.
$3.05
8.

2 lbs.
$4.45

' l

4.

.

Walnuts

~.-:;:.~~,~,.

10 oz.
$.57

14 oz.
$.84

\_:,, .

..,. ' j

Strawberry jam
1 lb. 4 oz.
$2.06

3 lbs.
$5.00

4 lbs.
$2.00

32 oz.
$1. 78

1 lb.
$.99

!:{1
1 lb. 8 oz.
$2.96

""

2 lbs. 16 oz.
$3.50

Syrup
.._;'

12 oz.
$3.00

8 oz.
$2.29
5.

Soup
4 oz.
$.27

16 oz.
$4.00

9.

Hot dogs
16 oz.
$1. 89

t\
12 oz.
$.61

16 oz.
$.95

1 lb. 8 oz.
$1. 95

1 lb. 16 oz.
$2.05
10.

Taco mix

t;-;·.·.i;
I,: 1,

2 lbs.9 oz.
$.94

2 lbs. 6 oz.
$.89
2 lbs. 16 oz.
$1. 05

·,
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SIZE IT UP!
(Y-9, Personal Sizes of Clothing, Page 335)

Objective:

(Y-9, page 335) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to accurately state his/her
clothing size in the following items: coat,
shirt, pants, T-shirt, dress, belt, shoes and
socks.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

Department store, measuring tape, guest speaker,
record sheet handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher measures a student to show class
how to get body measurements.

2.

Teacher measures chest, waist, shoe size
(approximate), shoulder width, hips, leg
length.

3.

On record sheet student records his/her
own measurements.

4.

Teacher brings in guest speaker in the
clothing business to help estimate clothing
sizes of each student off the measurements.

5.

Students take a field trip to a clothing
store.

6.

Have each student find an outfit they
pick out approximately his/her own size
to try on.

7.

Have student evaluate whether he/she chose
the right size or not, record results.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Be sure all students
understand how to behave while on a field trip.
Be sure to notify and receive permission
to try on clothes in a clothes store by
store management.
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SIZE IT UP!
(Y-9, Personal Sizes of Clothing, Page 335)

Measure each area of your body listed below and fill out the
form completely.

)

1.

Waist

2.

Leg length (from waist to ankle)

3.

Chest

4.

Hips

5.

Shoulder

6.

Shoe size

Name:

--------

-----------------

Date:

- -------
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DIRECTIONS, DIRECTION DAN
(Y-10, Clothing Labels, Page 336)

Objective:

(Y-10, page 336)
The purpose of this activity
is to help Dan understand the meaning of each
clothing label, in correctly washing and
caring for clothing.

Materials:

S-336 for each student, clothing from home,
old magazines, glue

'l'irne:

45 minutes

Procedures:

1.

Teacher has each student cut out each S-336
item.

2.

Teacher tells students to write a definition
for each item. Glue definition next to
direction label.

3.

When all students have finished, go over
their definitions and help students understand a correct definition.

4.

Read all label directions to students.
Have all students be firm on the directions.

s·.

Teacher reads Dan's story to class.

6.

Have students do activity.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
Help students who are
having difficulty by having them bring in
clothing from home with labels.
Show them how
the labels tell how to care for clothing.

9tC-S
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DIRECTIONS, DIRECTION DAN
(Y-10, Clothing Labels, Page 336)

Direction Dan has just been hired to work at Wong's
laundromat.

Wong has informed Dan he must read all

clothing labels before washing clothing.
Wong wants to make sure Direction Dan knows how
to follow directions.
Your job is to find clothing pictures which will help
Dan to know how to wash different items of clothing.
Example:

Do not bleach- a red sweater,
Dry clean only - a wool coat

Find 2 pictures for each direction label.
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CHATTER BOX
(Z-1, Speaking Skills, Page 340)

Objective:

(Z-1, page 340) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to demonstrate correct oral
speaking skills.

Time:

45 minutes per class (2-week activity)

Materials:

Brigance pages 339-340 reference sheet on
speaking skills, chalkboard, reference material,
library

Procedures:

1.

On days 1 and 2 teacher discusses nine points
of practical speaking skills.

2.

Write main points on the board. Have
students copy them down.
Or put the
nine practical speaking skills on a
ditto and give students each a handout.

3.

Discuss indepth the nine practical speaking
skills.

4.

Make sure students have a general understanding of the discussion.

5.

On day 3 review nine points and ask for
lots of examples of each.

6.

On day 4 either assign or help students
each pick a topic to give a speech on.
(Students usually prefer to choose their
own topic.)

7.

On day 5 make a trip to the school library
and learn about the locations of where
information can be found.

8.

On day 6 go to the library and let students
look for information on their topics.
Teacher acts as a resource to help students
find materials.
(Explain filmstrips and
tapes and pictures can also be used as a
good source of information.)

9.

Organize materials in the classroom on
day 7. The teacher could give the students
index cards to write information on.

,.

I\.)
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340
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CHATTER BOX (continued)
(Z-1, Speaking Skills, Page 340)

Procedures: 10.

On day 8 finalize topic information
and have students practice speaking orally
on their topics.

11.

On day 9 teacher gives each students a topic
other than their assigned one, and has
the students speak orally for 1 minute
about their topic.
(This activity helps
students to become more at ease when orally
speaking in the classroom.)

12.

On day 10 each student is to give his/her
speech. Teacher and students listen and
look for nine practical speaking skill
point.

13.

If a student refuses to give his/her
speech, the teacher could meet individually
with the student to hear the speech or have
the student talk into a tape recorder.

14.

Many students feel very self-conscious when
asked to stand up and talk. Making a semicircle and giving speeches sitting down
may be more desirable for :the students.

Teacher Suggestions and/or Evaluation: For a nonreader, the
teacher could gather a series of pictures on
a topic and through the pictures the student
could describe his/her topic. Teacher
determines the time duration of the speech.
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TALKING TO OTHERS
(Z-2, Speaking Skills Rating Scale, Page 341)

Objective:

(Z-2, page 341) The purpose of this activity
is for the student to be aware of his/her
everyday speaking skills.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

S-341 handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains to students that it is
very important to speak correctly and mannerly.

2.

Teacher explains that each student will be
rated on a speaking scale to find out what
kind of skills each student has.

3.

Teacher introduces a topic and explains that
"we're going to have a 'rap session' so that
I can rate each one of your speaking skills."
Teacher could have each student tell about
what it's like at home or such topics as
cars, drugs, current movies, news happenings,
school events.

4.

Teacher rates each student during discussion
time.

5.

Teacher gives each student a rating scale
and shows them where they score.

6.

Teacher discusses things students can do
to improve score.

7.

Each student makes a list of five things
he/she can do to improve.

8.

Teacher explains that the class will be
watching for improvement in the students'
speaking skills.

9.

Teacher rerates students at the end of
the term.

10.

Show students the comparison of the old
rating and the new.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Teacher could have
students also rate themselves or another
classmate.
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LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN
(Z-3, Listening Skills, Page 353)

Objective:

(Z-3, page 353) The purpose of this activity
is to familiarize the student with the 12
listening sections.

Time:

45 minutes (1-week activity)

Materials:

Special Needs Center, Listening Comprehension
Skills Kit, Level C

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains we all get lazy and do not
give the utmost attention many times to
our listening skills.

2.

"I'm really a poor listener because I'd
rather do the talking." Teacher asks
students to help him/her become a better
listener by completing the following unit.

3.

A good listener will improve his/her other
skills as reading and language by listening
carefully.

4.

Teacher follows program material to work
on all 12 listening skills involved.
Refer to Speaking Skills pages 342 and
to page 353 for necessary listening skills
to be mastered.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: A commercial material
is much more adequate than a teacher-made
material to sufficiently cover all areas of
listening concerned in this objective.
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LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN
(Z-4, Listening Skills Rating Scales, Page 354)

Objective:

(Z-4, page 354) The purpose of this activity
is to give the student an awareness of the
correct listening techniques to becoming a
better listener.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-354 rating scale per student

Procedures:

1.

Teacher rates each students' listening
skills after they have completed
Objective Z-3.

2.

After the completion of the listening
unit, teacher then rates students.

3.

Discuss ratings with students.

4.

Form a plan to increase listening
skills to become even stronger.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: Teacher could use
the S-354 as a pretest to listening skills or
as a posttest.
ObjectivesZ-3 and Z-4 are not designed to be
used with hearing impaired students.
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ONE RING A DINGY
(Z-5, Telephone, Page 358)

Objective:

(Z-5, page 358) The purpose of this activity
is to give the students an accurate knowledge
of the 13 telephone skills presented in
objective Z-5.

Time:

45 minutes (1-week activity)

Materials:

Pages 355, 356, 357 of the Brigance dealing with
the 13 telephone skills; Telexplorer Kit,
Bell System Education Marketing Group.
New York: Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 1981.
Price $17.50

Procedures:

1.

Teacher follows teacher guide format and
teaches telephone skills.

2.

Complete the entire unit kit.

3.

Teacher reviews 13 telephone skills to
refresh memory of skills to be mastered.

4.

Use posters, filmstrips, tape included
in kit to motivate the telephone skills.

5.

The telexplorer covers all 13 necessary
telephone skills presented in the Brigance.

Teacher Suggestions and/or Evaluations: Teacher can also
use his/her own materials and ideas to cover
the 13 telephone skills. The Telexplorer kit
was chosen by the writer as a good informative
source to teach telephone skills.
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NUMBER HUNT
(Z-6, Telephone Books, Page 359)

Objective:

(Z-6, page 359) The student will accurately
locate .information given in a telephone book.

Time:

45 minutes (2-day activity)

Materials:

S-359 handout, a telephone book for each
student (Many libraries have extra telephone
books for school use, or get permission from
school administration to go out in the neighborhood and ask for old telephone books.),
chalkboard, telephone handout

Procedures:

1.

Teacher gives each student a telephone book.

2.

Allow students to explore for about 5
minutes through the book.

3.

Introduce the following areas of the
telephone book:
a.

Emergency numbers.

b.

Call guide.

c.

Yakima.

d.

Other listings.

e.

Yellow pages.

4.

Explain that the telephone book places
listings in alphabetical order just like
a dictionary.

5.

Have all students open books to the
same page and discuss the format observed.

6.

a.

Look at a residential page.

b.

A yellow section business page.

c.

An emergency numbers page.

Place a name and number on the board. Ask
students to please find this number in
their books.

N

......
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359
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NUMBER HUNT (continued)
(Z-6, Telephone Books, Page 359)

Procedures:

7.

Have all students find the number on the
board, then sit quietly until everyone
has the number. Help those having
trouble.

8.

Repeat step 6 several times until students
are quite firm on locating number skill.

9.

Give each student a telephone number
handout and ask him/her to follow the
directions and complete the work.

10.

As a follow-up activity give each student
an S-259 to be accurately completed.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation:
If the locating of
a number is too difficult, have students work
in teams to complete activity.
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NUMBER HUNT: PART 3

(Z-6, Activity Sheet, Page 359)

Directions:

Using a telephone book, locate the following
numbers and write them down. Be sure to write
the number down correctly on your paper.

1.

What is your phone number?

2.

What number would you dial for Directory Assistance
inside of area code 509?

3.

Fire Department number:
Emergency

Bus i n e ss

4.

Give a number of a Dairy Queen in town:

5.

What is your doctor's number?

6.

What number wou.ld you dial for Crisis Line?

7.

Police:

8.

If you wanted to find out what time it is, what
number would you dial?

9.
10.

What is the number of Sears?
List 3 names and numbers of people with the last name
beginning with the following letters:
a.
b.
c.

p

Name

Number

s
Name

Number

D
Name

Number
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YELLOW FEVER
(Z-7, Telephone Yellow Pages, Page 361)

Objective:

(Z-7, page 361)
The student will accurately
locate listings in the yellow pages by
completing this activity.

Time:

45 minutes

Materials:

S-360 handouts, telephone books, activity sheet

Procedures:

1.

Teacher explains that the yellow pages
are a commercial or business section of the
telephone book.

2.

Teacher gives each student a telephone
book.

3.

Teacher gives each student a "Yellow
Fever" activity handout and asks them
to complete it.

Teacher Suggestion and/or Evaluation: For the student who is
having a difficult time locating numbers, write
the name of the business and the number and
ask the student to locate it in the yellow
pages.
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YELLOW FEVER

)

(Z-7, Activity Sheet, Page 361)

1.

Write the names and numbers of two places listed where
a hungry student could get a good pizza.

a.
Telephone number

--------------------

b.

Telephone number

--------------------

2.

Your friend's car is not working, help locate and
write down two places they can go to get the car fixed.
a.
Telephone number

--------------------

Telephone number

--------------------

b.

3.

Not feeling well?

Call a doctor.

List two doctors'

names and their numbers.
a.
Telephone number

--------------------

b.
Telephone number

--------------------

4.

Aunt Bertha and Uncle Howard are coming to town.

List

two motels they could stay at.
a.
Telephone number

--------------------

Telephone number

--------------------

b.
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YELLOW FEVER (continued)

(Z-7, Activity Sheet, Page 361)

.•

I

5.

Boy is your car dirty!

List the names and numbers of

two car washes you could get that ·: car

cleaned at.

a.

Telephone number

--------------------

b.
Telephone number

--------------------

6.

Write the nemes and numbers of two furniture stores,
so that you can replace that old couch!
a.

Telephone number

--------------------

b.

Telephone number
7.

--------------------

Dirty, dirty clothes.
dryer.

You need a new washer and

List the names and numbers of two stores

where you could buy a new washer and dryer.
a.
Telephone n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -b.
Telephone n u m b e r ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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REFERENCES USED IN HEALTH AND SAFETY (U)

1.

U-1

Curriculum Associates. (198 H. Brigance
Inventory of Essential Skills. North Billerica,
MA: Curriculum Associates,
S-243

2.

U-2

Brigance, S-244

3.

U-3

Brigance, S-245, S-249, S-250

4.

U-4

Brigance, S-251

5.

U-5

Ryno, s.
(1978)
Getting to know you. Ranchos
Palos Verdes, CA: Frank Schaffer Publisher.
$5.50.
Brigance, S-252

6.

U-6

Brigance, S-253

7.

U-6

Danger . . . Poison!
Robbins, J.
(1979)
Reading for everyday survival
skills. Pleasantville, NY .

.
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REFERENCES USED IN VOCATIONAL (V)

1.

V-1

Turner, R. H.
(1982).
Follett Publishing.

Getting a job.

Chicago:

Brigance, S-256
2.

V-2

Brigance, S-257

3.

V-3

Stanislaus County Department of Education, Modesto,
CA.
(1974). The job box. Belmont, CA: Fearon
Publisher.
$100.00.
Brigance, S-258

4.

V-4

The job box

5.

V-5

Robbins, J.
(1979). Reading for everyday
survival skills. Pleasantville, NY.
Brigance, S-260

6.

V-6

Klasky, C.
(1980). The amazing adventures of
Harvey Crumbaker. Carson, CA: Lakeshore
Curriculum Materials.
Brigance, S-261
(1981). Pluss: Performance learning units for
survival skills. Educational Progress.

7.

V-7

The job box
Brigance, S-262

8.

V-9

Brigance, S-264

9.

V-10

Brigance, S-265

10.

V-11

Brigance, S-266
Pluss: Performance learning units for survival
skills, "Wanted Hard Workers"

11.

V-12

The amazing adventures of Harvey Crurnbaker
"The Written Job Application"
Brigance, S-267

12.

V-13

Brigance, S-268

13.

V-14

Brigance, S-269
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REFERENCES USED IN VOCATIONAL (V)

14.

V-15

(continued)

(1976). Career card file.
Niles, IL: Developmental Learning Materials.
Brigance, S-272
The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker,
"The Job Interview"

15.

V-16

Brigance, S-273

16.

V-17

Brigance, S-274

.

The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker,
"The W-4 Form"
17.

V-18

Brigance, S-275

18.

V-19

(1981). Step by step math skills, Kit B.
Elizabethtown, . PA: Continental Press.
Brigance, S-276

19.

V-20

Brigance, S-277

20.

V-21

The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker,
"Understanding a Paycheck Stub"
Pluss, "Earning Statement"
Brigance, S-278

21.

V-22

The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker,
"Filling out an Income Tax Report"
Pluss, "Filling out an Income Tax Report"
Brigance, S-279
Brigance, S-280

I
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REFERENCES USED IN MONEY AND FINANCE (W)

)

1.

W-1

Brigance, S-284

2.

W-2

Brigance, S-285

3.

W-3

(1976). Making change. Niles, IL: Developmental
Learning Materials.
$9.95.
Brigance, S-287

4.

W-4

Brigance, S-288
Brigance, S-289

5.

W-5

Brigance, S-290
Brigance, S-291

6.

W-6

Gruber, B.
(1980). Super reader. Ranchos
Palos Verdes, CA: Frank Schaffer Publishers.
Brigance, S-292

7.

W-7

Young , E •
(19 7 4 ) . Basic skills in using a
checking account. Fairfield, NJ: Cebco Standard
Publishing.
The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker
Brigance, S-295

8.

W-8

Young, E.
(1974).
Basic skills in usin g money.
Fairfield, NJ: Cebco Standard Publishing.
Brigance, S-299

9.

W-8

The amazing adventures of Harvey Crumbaker,
"Applying for a Credit Card"
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REFERENCES USED IN FOOD AND CLOTHING (V)

1.

Y-1

Brigance, S-327

2.

Y-2

Brigance, S-328

3.

Y-3

Brigance, s-329

4.

Y-4

Brigance, S-330

s.

Y-5

Brigance, S-331

6.

Y-6

Brigance, S-332

7.

Y-7

(1976). Maffex math skills.
Treva.
PA: Quinn Co., Maffex Association.

8.

Y-10

Brigance, S-336

\,

Johnstown,
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REFERENCES USED IN ORAL COMMUNICATION
AND TELEPHONE SKILLS (Z)

1.

Z-1

Brigance, 5~339, S-340

2.

Z-2

Brigance, S-341

3.

Z-3

Special needs center. Listening Comprehension
Skills Kit, Level c. North Billerica, MA:
Curriculum Associates.

4.

Z-4

Brigance, S-354

5.

Z-5

Bell System Education Marketing Group.
(1981).
New York: Scho l astic Magazines.
$17.50.

6.

Z-6

Brigance, S-359

7.

Z-7

Brigance, S-360

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

This project was designed to give the writer a
curriculum of activities and materials to correlate with
the Brigance Inventory of Essential Skills.

Using a

sequential list of activities coded with the Brigance test,
districts could have a coordinated prevocational program
throughout the district.
In developing this project of activities and materials
the writer has come to the following conclusions about
criterion referenced tests with follow-up testingi
1.

Very few m~terials have been designed which teach

the wide variety of skills listed in the Brigance.
2.

Many commercial materials are at a very low level

and designed to be used with elementary students.

This

indicates a need for more commercial materials appropriately
designed for junior high aged special education students.
3.

The research shows emphasis on vocational

education for special needs students, hopefully resulting
in new materials dealing with vocational skills being
published soon.
4.

Using teacher ideas and workshop handouts, a

teacher can have valuable resources without any purchases
necessary.

14
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5.

Using materials and activities in instructing from

the Brigance, a teacher can make the Brigance a very
useful instrument in a classroom.
6.

Regular materials can be adapted to fit special

education curriculum needs if done selectively.
This is by no means a complete curriculum for prevocational skills, but rather a starter kit designed as a
model that allows for continuous updating and expansion.

It

is the writers hope that as a result of this project
students will be given a foundation of skills needed for
success at the next level as well as providing teachers with
a resource to strengthen prevocational programming.
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